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This Naked Brain has ignited a movement across the country, helping a large number of
people forever change their relationship with alcohol.Kate S. Packed with surprising insight in
to the reasons we drink, this book will open up your eye to the startling function of alcohol
inside our culture, and how the stigma of alcoholism and recovery retains people from
obtaining the help they want., Albuquerque, New Mexico “  You have given me my live back. “
Here, Annie Grace clearly presents the psychological and neurological components of alcohol
use predicated on the latest research, and reveals the cultural, social, and industry elements
that support alcohol dependence in all of us. It removes the mental dependence so that you
won't crave alcohol, enabling you to very easily drink less (or prevent drinking). Many people
query whether drinking has become too big part of their lives, and get worried that it could
even be affecting their health. With Annie’s have extraordinary and candid personal story at its
heart, this book is usually a must-read for anyone who drinks. This Naked Brain will provide
you with freedom from alcohol.  With clarity, humor, and a unique blend of science and
storytelling, This Naked Brain will open the entranceway to the life you have been looking
forward to.   This Naked Brain offers a new, positive option.  ” —Katy F. But, they withstand
change because they fear losing the pleasure and stress-relief connected with alcoholic
beverages, and assume providing it up calls for deprivation and misery.””That is an inspiring
and groundbreaking must-read. —  , Dublin, IrelandThe most selfless and amazing publication
that I've ever examine. I am permanently inspired and transformed. —Bernie M., Los Angeles,
California “
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It worked - that's the highest praise I can offer! I found the Kindle version of This Naked Brain
in July, and it got me considering making a change in my life, but it wasn't plenty of to force
me into a genuine change. However in regards to a month ago I saw that the Audible narration
was only a few extra dollars, therefore i sprung for that and started over with the book -
listening to it on my method to and from work each day. It was amazing. The longest I ever
went in a decade was thirty days sober. It's not about 'abstaining' from alcoholic beverages -
admitting you want it but that you can't have it. It's about giving it up because it's bad, and you
do not want or need it any longer. Unlike past efforts where I would be inspired to dump any
alcoholic beverages we had or various other gesture like this - this time I just let it sit, and it
had been great because I don't WANT it any more.By the time I finished the book the next
time - the Audible version this time, I was prepared to give up alcohol.For almost 10 years, my
thoughts have already been consumed by drinking, or trying never to drink, or when I could
beverage again, or at what period I could beverage, or how much money I had spent on wine
that week, or how to hide my many wine bottles, or how hung over I felt, or building elaborate
plans to drink (I'll drink on Monday, however, not Tuesday, then I'll beverage Wed and
Thursday, and only on Friday if no-one is home. That's what counts. Personally i think better,
my pounds is decreasing (gradually, darnit! That’s not really right! When I came across this
reserve on my gadget, I visited delete it, then thought, "Hey, why don't I browse the reviews
first? Listen to it on the way to and from function each day. If it doesn't quite sink in the very
first time, then give it a month, and listen to it again. Eventually it'll work for you too! A Profund
and Powerful Book I've had this book for over a season and waited to create an assessment,
because sometimes my preliminary exhilaration wears off and some months later, I'm much
less enthralled with a book as when We first read it. That I’m defected and now I’m passing up
on this grand-fun cultural practice, therefore i would give in because FOMO. The closer I reach
30, the more I noticed I don’t need to live like this anymore. In a culture of cutesy mom juice
quotes and novelty cups it’s hard never to believe that drinking a bottle of wine every night is
the normal. It's about assisting you observe the truth so that the truth can established you
free.One of my initial hesitations with the publication was the actual fact that it contradicts
most of the central tenets of Alcoholics Anonymous. Ive read both books twice and I’m
surprised she got away with such obvious plagiarism. "How," I thought to myself, "Can this
author really think her one publication has more power than a group of millions of recovered
alcoholics?". This reserve functions on a different set of assumptions, and I must agree with
the stuff in this book more than with AA. It is predicated on the idea that there is a apparent
difference between "regular" drinkers and "alcoholic" drinkers. Well, the truth is that AA
operates on the assumption that there surely is nothing incorrect with alcohol, only with
alcoholics.The end result is that I no longer drink alcohol and I don't feel just like I'm being
deprived of anything. That's the point of this book. And that is a thing that 5 years of AA
attendance was by no means able to accomplish.” while reading it.! It has changed my life
more than any various other book, therapy, counselor, class, doctor, or addiction specialist
ever did, mixed.I bought this book, by accident.One morning, I woke up with this and another
Kindle sample from my night of solo drinking.. Amazon knows that I buy so many Kindle books
(drunk shopping) and come back them, that they now have banned me from returning Kindle
books (yes, that can happen, drunkies). It offers really felt easy, no willpower required, the
publication is interesting, well-written and it reverses an eternity of conditioning and that is the
highest compliment I can provide a book. Well, on purpose, but by accident. I have read it
twice now and really want to find out the magic behind the "liminal factors" in each of the



chapters to apply them to other areas of life, as this is a classic game changer. I go through it
as advised, taking my time, thinking after each chapter, and researching and learning more
about topics that especially interested me.I STRONGLY recommend the book - specifically
the Audible version.". Then, after reading the excellent reviews, I decided to read the sample
only. I did.I believe the Audible narration is what sealed the deal - the narrator noises genuine,
so the guidance in the book appears like it is coming from somebody that actually cares. It
spoke to me with technology and intelligence and good sense. I bought the whole lot. I had no
idea I'd gone Kindle purchasing! I visited a local pub about a week ago while waiting for my
kids to complete up an night time activity, and I didn't miss buying a drink at all - a thing that
should have been a major trigger was now not one at all. To be slightly more particular, I
bought this publication after consuming a bottle . 5 of chardonnay, accompanied by a drunk
buying program on Amazon....).The coolest thing about the book to me is that so long as you
pay attention, and consider what the writer says, the actual change happens subconsciously.
My life now is changed. My pores and skin is apparent. Heroin. I'm happy. Many thanks Annie
Grace! Must read Super readable and changed my perspective on the stigma of sobriety and
alcoholism inside our culture. Helped me recognize that alcohol can possess the same
influence on anyone, I don’t necessarily have an “addictive character”. My past tries to be
sober during the last year usually failed because I sensed there’s something wrong with ME.
Unique but repetitive Annie Grace's reserve sheds light on the difference between mindful
and unconscious thinking and behavior. This just works, and that's amazing I've tried
numerous times within my adult life to quit drinking. I like thia book more than an Allen Carr
reserve. She made several factors that could have used more explanation and other situations
she made the same point too many times. Nevertheless in case you are contemplating
reducing or eliminating alcohol from your life, it's well worth the read. Alan Carr wrote it! This
book has seriously changed my life.! I've got a desire to avoid for a while, but couldn't
understand why I had zero capacity to keep my dedication. I won't get into that here, but you'll
find quite a bit about AA in the first three chapters. Knowledge is power Just bought and read
This Naked Mind. It’s not that now there isn’t valid details, it’s just that is, in some places,
taking almost word after word from Alan Carr. The publication helped me understand exactly
what's occurring and with the data and awareness I've obtained I finally feel like I have the
tools to quit once and for all. My only criticism is definitely that the publication could possess
benefited from restricted editing. This book proved helpful, and that amazes me. You’re not
really defected, alcohol may be the lie we've been fed I’m officially enthusiastic about this
book. Once I became a mother my drinking experienced justified because “kids are stressful”,
“parenting is certainly hard”, etc. I’m a 29 year old mother of 2 and I fell victim to how suitable
drinking as a mom has become. I first started drinking when I was 17 and I don’t recall a lot of
my drinking ever not really resulting in binging and blacking out. I’ve been recommending it to
everyone I understand. This book is approximately the truth. The longer I've experienced it,
and the more I've browse it, the even more I appreciate its wisdom, insight and power. Eye-
opening with regards to how pervasive and harmful alcohol use really is. This book may be the
contrary. This Naked Mind open up my eyes to just how much culture/the liquor sector wants
us to drink! It’s well researched and makes valid factors that make you go “Hey ya!), and I no
more go through that cycle of regret each morning that gets therefore tiring! My best drunk
shopping purchase ever! I no more feel I’m missing out on something fun, I straight up don’t
want alcoholic beverages and notice as this lie we've been fed for years. A great kick in the
pants to give up drinking As I made a decision to quit drinking and We needed a little push to



help me realize that I was making the proper decision. This publication helped me do that. It's
been 4 weeks since I read this publication, and 4 weeks since I've experienced a glass or two.
“This Naked Mind” was recommended to me in a Facebook group and I was hooked instantly!
More people die from alcohol each year than from heroin, but what makes more headlines?
My hair is awesome. Results are what matters here No matter whether I liked this publication
or not. I am 2.5 years sober and so damn blissfully happy about any of it.That's about the best
praise that I could give the reserve - it proved helpful for me, and I haven't acquired, or
wanted a glass or two in about 14 days now. It's humbling to believe that 80 percent of
individuals want to reduce their consuming amid a tradition that celebrates alcoholic
beverages. It was even more relatable for me personally. It explained in greater detail about
the risks of drinking and the toll it was taking on my brain (killing mind cells and now allowing
me to think and procedure normally), my own body (weight gain, harm to my liver, bones), my
personality (I wasn't the same funny and out-going person I used to be) and my wallet
(alcoholic beverages is expensive). So, I had qualified my drunk personal to only get the
sample of a publication I want. Surprise!
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